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Centipede Retractable Barrier


 2100mm x 600mm x 1200 / 1800mm - 24.5 / 33.8kg













0 reviews



The Centipede retractable barrier from Ibex Supplies is the ideal solution for the temporary cordoning off or securing of an area. Being retractable, highly visible and easy to use, it offers the flexibility and ease of use you need to react quickly to hazards or evolving situations.

The Centipede barrier is a fantastic choice for both indoor and outdoor use. Being a retractable barrier it has the advantage of being easy to store when folded, yet once expanded the barrier can cover spans of up to 2100mm.

KEY FEATURES

	Quick & easy installation
	Fully retractable to 400mm for ease of storage
	Available in either 1.2m or 1.8m heights
	Expands to a maximum length of 2100mm
	Can be used indoors and outdoors
	Eight wheels per barrier for stable base
	Can easily be manoeuvred when titled on front or rear wheels
	Interlocking latch and lock system
	Robust aluminium build quality
	Lockable wheel covers





View full product details...












Was: £567.60







£539.99 inc VAT

Found a better price?







Bulk discounts available:



	Quantity	11+	26+	51+
	Price per item	£543.60	£519.60	£483.60
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Retractable Belt Barrier


 






£42.00 inc VAT


View details
Model Type:Standard: Length 3.7m, Height 1020mm
Premium: Length 3.7m, Height 1000mm
Stackable: Length 3m, Height 920mm


Qty:−+
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The Centipede retractable barrier from Ibex Supplies is the ideal solution for the temporary cordoning off or securing of an area. Being retractable, highly visible and easy to use, it offers the flexibility and ease of use you need to react quickly to hazards or evolving situations.

The Centipede barrier is a fantastic choice for both indoor and outdoor use. Being a retractable barrier it has the advantage of being easy to store when folded, yet once expanded the barrier can cover spans of up to 2100mm.

It can be used singularly or connected with other barriers to cover significantly wider continuous spans.

Each barrier has two foldable lock and latch arms for connecting to other Centipede barriers ensuring there is no separation between the units.

The Centipede barrier also has eight wheels per barrier which gives it an extremely stable base. The end wheels are perfectly placed to enable a single person to tilt the barrier and manoeuvre it in and out of position. The barriers can also still be manoeuvred once expanded using the eight evenly spaced wheels at the base.

Centipede barriers are available in yellow or red or black and grey colours and two heights, 1200mm or 1800mm.

Benefits of centipede barriers

The main benefits of the Centipede barrier is its portability. When compressed, it measures just 400mm. Along with the eight wheels, each barrier can be moved and set up by just one person in seconds. When expanded, the barrier covers 2100mm each.

Barriers can be connected together using the included latch and lock arms to cover a much wider area. At only 24.5kg (1200mm) each, they are easily moved into place. This allows you to react quickly where necessary to fence off an area for any reason.

Convenient storage, ease of use, flexible coverage of any size area, highly visible and strong, weatherproof construction are just some of the reasons why we are so proud of these Centipede barriers!

Common uses for centipede barriers

The Centipede barrier from Ibex Supplies can often be seen in office buildings, train and underground stations, shopping centres and anywhere that sees a lot of pedestrian traffic. They provide a safe, visible barrier for every situation from street works to water spillages.

You can also see the Centipede barrier are events, public demonstrations and other gatherings where foot traffic needs to be directed in a certain direction or away from certain hazards.

Centipede barriers are uniquely useful on rough ground, hard to reach areas, rural situations or other places other barriers cannot reach. Their portability, stable set of wheels, weatherproof construction and high visibility means they deliver a safe, flexible barrier almost anywhere!
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Centipede Barrier Specification Sheet (Ibex_Centipede_Barrier_Spec_Sheet_lr2.pdf, 1,032 Kb) [Download]

















 
 
 









 
 


Company Information




Ibex Supplies Ltd

Unit 1, Martello Enterprise Centre,

Courtwick Lane,

Littlehampton,

West Sussex, BN17 7PA

United Kingdom

Company Reg No: 10981137

VAT No: 299864811
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tel: 01903 959611

Customer service:
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